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A B S T R A C T

Reinforcement Learning (RL) based control algorithms can learn the control strategies for nonlinear and
uncertain environment during interacting with it. Guided by the rewards generated by environment, a RL
agent can learn the control strategy directly in a model-free way instead of investigating the dynamic model
of the environment. In the paper, we propose the sampled-data RL control strategy to reduce the computational
demand. In the sampled-data control strategy, the whole control system is of a hybrid structure, in which the
plant is of continuous structure while the controller (RL agent) adopts a discrete structure. Given that the
continuous states of the plant will be the input of the agent, the state–action value function is approximated
by the fully connected feed-forward neural networks (FCFFNN). Instead of learning the controller at every
step during the interaction with the environment, the learning and acting stages are decoupled to learn the
control strategy more effectively through experience replay. In the acting stage, the most effective experience
obtained during the interaction with the environment will be stored and during the learning stage, the stored
experience will be replayed to customized times, which helps enhance the experience replay process.

The effectiveness of proposed approach will be verified by simulation examples.
1. Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms generally contain three
components, namely, agents, environment and reward functions. The
environment of RL is generally represented by Markov decision pro-
cesses (MDPs) framework. Through interacting with the environment,
the agent can lean the optimal behaviour (action picking) which max-
imizes the obtained rewards from the environment [1]. RL can be also
treated as the semi-supervised learning approach since the agent learns
from delayed rewards without a supervisor to guide its behaviour at
every step [2]. Well-learned RL agent is expected to pick the best
action according to the value function at different observed states of the
environment. From the optimal control perceptive, RL agent picking the
best action during the interaction with environment can be regarded as
the controller generating input to control the plant optimally.

During the decades, RL has been successfully applied to solve the
control problems, but most of those works such as [3–11] adopted RL
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techniques to regulate the control system by solving the Hamilton–
Jacobi–Bellman (HJB) equation, which demands theoretical under-
standing and investigation of the optimal control system. In contrast,
recently, the model-free reinforcement learning has been adopted in
intelligent control design by only interacting with the environment
without solving the HJB equation [1,12–16]. Besides, there are also
some work utilizing reinforcement learning for control design in real
world can be found in [17–20] and the references therein. Q-learning,
as one of the most widely applied off-policy RL algorithm, is able to
find the solution to the nonlinear and uncertain environment through
interacting with environment [1,14,21]. However, the basic structure
of Q-learning requires the finite discrete states and discrete control
inputs to develop the state–action value table (Q-table), which is the
exact value function of the states and actions. This requirement restricts
the applications of Q-learning to the infinite continuous state case
since it is not possible to calculate a Q-table with infinity dimensions
numerically. An alternative solution to this problem is to use the
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function approximator to approximate the state–action values. In this
approach, the Q-table will be represented by the approximation func-
tion which can receive the continuous states as its input. One of the
most popular choices of the approximation function is neural network
(NN) thanks to its global approximation of continuous functions at
any accuracy [22,23]. When the state–action value function is approx-
imated by NN, the value function is represented by the Q-network and
RL will turn out to be approximate reinforcement learning (ARL). In
ARL, the states of the environment and control input will be the input of
the Q-network while the estimated state–action value will be the output
of the Q-network. During the control process, the Q-network is used to
guide the agent to pick the control input according to the approximated
state–action value function.

When the state–action values are approximated by a nonlinear
function like NN, the reinforcement learning process is usually unstable
and the Q-network is apt to blow out during the training process. The
techniques of target network and experience replay are generally used
to stabilize the training process of the NN [13,14,24]. It is well-known
that the state–action value will update itself by the current reward
and the largest state–action value of the next step. When the target
network is adopted, the largest state–action value of the next step is
calculated through the target network instead of the Q-network itself.
After a certain times of state–action value updates of Q-network, the
target network will be replaced by the Q-network. The replacement
can also be soft, in [14], the soft update of the target network was
reported, in which only partial of the target network is updated by Q-
network, which further smooths the training process. The technique of
experience replay was firstly reported in [25] for RL approximated by
NN. The main idea of experience replay technique is to store the state
transitions, control input and rewards as the experience in the expe-
rience buffer (EB). Through experience replay, the experience samples
will be randomly shuffled and re-sampled out as mini-batch to train
the nonlinear approximator, thus the correlations among the sequential
data can be removed and the sample efficiency can be improved. The
technique of experience replay is essential in the control of continuous
plant, where the sequential state transitions are highly related.

In the works in most of the literatures such as [13,14], the learning
and acting are integrated together, the update of state–action values
takes place at every step and all the recent transitions are recorded in
the EB. However, for the episodic cases, it might not be the best idea
to train the nonlinear approximator once a step. It helps improve the
training process by customized times of experience replay since more
freedom has been introduced. On the other hand, the dynamic model
of environment for the RL agent sometimes is valid only for the specific
operation domain. However, due to the exploration of Q-learning and
non-optimal actions from under-learnt agent, it is unavoidable for the
controller to drive the system into some undesired states. In this case,
it is not efficient to store all the transitions during simulation as ex-
perience. Furthermore, the states far away from the operation domain
generally do not make sense in the real applications. When NN is used
to approximate the value function, those outliers rise the unnecessary
computational cost and make the approximating NN even more difficult
to converge through gradient descend. To address the aforementioned
issues, we separate the acting and learning into two independent stages
for every control episode. In the acting stage, the agent is only to drive
the transitions in system to experience different states, when the states
are too far away from the valid operation domain, the experience will
be discarded and will not be stored in the EB. During the acting stage,
the current state, next state, control input and reward will be recorded
into the EB. During the learning stage, the Q-network will be updated
through the experience recorded during the acting process. Given that
the learning and acting stages are decoupled, the number of experience
replay times for one episode can be chosen freely, which helps improve
the training efficiency. This claim will be verified by the simulation
examples.

When the digital controller is considered to be applied to control

the continuous plant, the whole closed-loop control system turns out to
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be a hybrid system, where the plant is continuous while the controller
is discrete. In this case, sampled-data control strategy can be a good
candidate to reduce the control cost and make the digital control
possible [26]. Due to zero-order-hold (ZOH) process, the control input
from the sampled-data controller is of the form of staircase signal. To
deal with the hybrid dynamics in the sampled-data control systems,
in the context of intelligent control, the input-delay approach [27],
equivalent jump system [28], discretization approach [29], digital re-
design [30,31] and the exact discrete-time design approach [32] can be
used for stability analysis and control design. In addition, as mentioned
above, the RL agent based on Q-learning needs to check the state–
action values for all the possible actions for the current state before
it can pick out the action. In the sampled-data control strategy, the
control input generated by the RL agent will be held for a period of
time, thus the frequency of action picking can be reduced during the
control process. Therefore, the computational demand of the controller
application can be reduced significantly especially when the size of Q-
network and action set are huge. In this paper, the sampled-data control
problem will be reformed into MDPs and the RL agent will be trained
to fulfil the control objectives by solving the MDPs through interacting
with the environment. The contribution and novelty of the paper can
be summarized as follows:

1. The control problem of continuous plant is formed as MDPs and
RL algorithm is proposed and improved to train the RL con-
troller purely from interactions with the environment without
investigating system dynamic.

2. Acting and learning stages in reinforcement learning are de-
coupled in the proposed algorithm to have more freedom to
the experience replay and help enhance the experience replay
process.

3. The most effective experience is stored in the EB, which saves
the buffer memory and facilitates the learning process.

4. Sampled-data control strategy is proposed to control the contin-
uous plant using discrete controller, which benefits the digital
application and helps reduce the computational demand of the
control applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the pre-
liminaries of MDPs, sampled-data control system, Q-learning, adaptive
𝜖-greedy policy, ARL will be introduced. In Section 3, the RL algorithm
of the sampled-data control strategy will be discussed in details. In
Section 4, two simulation examples are presented to verify the proposed
control strategy. In Section 5, a conclusion is drawn.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, the MDPs, sampled-data control system, Q-learning,
adaptive 𝜖-greedy policy, ARL will be introduced.

2.1. Markov decision processes

An MDP is a mathematical framework based on the state set 
and the related finite action set  . If and only if the state 𝐱(𝑡) in
 captures all the relative information from history, the state 𝐱(𝑡) is
Markov. The transition function between two Markov states can be
defined as: 𝑓 ∶  ×  →  . In addition, an Markov reward process
(MRP) is defined as the tuple ⟨ , 𝑓 , 𝑟, 𝛾⟩, where 𝑟 is the scalar reward
function and 𝛾 is the discount factor. The reward function is defined as
𝑟 ∶ × × → R. 𝛾 ∈ [0, 1] determines how we value the importance of
current rewards and future rewards. 𝛾 also stabilizes the total return in
infinite timestep cases. The MRP with control input/action is defined as
an MDP: ⟨ , , 𝑓 , 𝑟, 𝛾⟩. The objective of RL agent is to find the optimal
control policy which maximizes the accumulated rewards (return) 𝑅.
Considering the observed states 𝐱(𝑡) ∈  and admissible control input
𝐮(𝑡) ∈  , the following sampled-data control system can be formed into
MDPs. To evaluate the value function, the RL agent will try to solve the
MDP. When the value function is obtained, the RL agent can pick the

control input according to it, thus to fulfil the control objective.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the sampled-data based control system.
2.2. Sampled-data control system

A sampled-data control system is generally formed by four compo-
nents, namely the continuous nonlinear plant, RL agent (controller),
ZOH and the sampling part. The structure of sampled-data control
system can be viewed in Fig. 1. In the figure, the sampled-data control
design is combined the RL algorithm to better elaborate the mechanism
of the control system.

It is noteworthy that only the sampled states of the nonlinear plant
are observed by the RL controller to generate the sampled control input
and the sampled control input will be held by the ZOH to control the
continuous nonlinear plant. The dynamics of the sampled-data control
system can be described as following:
{

�̇�(𝑡) = 𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡))𝐮(𝑡)
𝐮(𝑡) = 𝐮(𝑡𝜔), ∀𝑡, 𝑡𝜔 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝜔+1,

(1)

where 𝐱(𝑡) ∈  ⊂ R𝑛 is the state variable of the nonlinear plant,
(𝑡) ∈  ⊂ R𝑚 is the sampled control input. 𝐀(𝐱(𝑡)) ∈ R𝑛×𝑛 is the

nonlinear system matrix while 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡)) ∈ R𝑛×𝑚 is the nonlinear input
matrix. The sampled-data RL controller is adopted to fulfil the control
objective, which takes the sampled state of the nonlinear plant 𝐱(𝑡𝜔)
as input, and outputs 𝐮(𝑡𝜔) as the control input. 𝑡𝜔 = 𝑡 − 𝜏(𝑡), for
𝑡𝜔 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝜔+1, 0 < 𝜏(𝑡) < ℎ𝑠, where ℎ𝑠 is the sampling interval.

From (1), the next sampled state 𝐱(𝑡𝜔+1) of the continuous system
can be calculated as:

𝐱(𝑡𝜔+1) = ∫

𝑡𝜔+1

𝑡𝜔
𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡))𝐮(𝑡𝜔)𝑑𝑡. (2)

In (2), it can be found that 𝐱(𝑡𝜔+1) depends only on the sampled
state 𝐱(𝑡𝜔) and 𝐮(𝑡𝜔) instead of the full history of 𝐱(𝑡), which makes
𝐱(𝑡𝜔) Markov. Associated with proper designed discount factor 𝛾 and
reward function 𝑟, the sampled-data control problem can be built as
MDPs problem.

Remark 1. The dynamic model is used as the environment and only
used to generate the state transitions and rewards. The agent learns
to control the nonlinear plant directly through interactions with the
dynamic model instead of investigating the dynamic model.

Notation. To make concise of notations, in those cases without ambi-
guity, the sampled states and control input 𝐱(𝑡𝜔), 𝐱(𝑡𝜔+1) and 𝐮(𝑡𝜔) will
be written as 𝐱𝜔, 𝐱𝜔+1 and 𝐮𝜔, respectively.

2.3. Q-learning

In RL, the behaviour of the RL agent is determined by the control
policy defined as 𝜋(𝐮|𝐱) = 𝑃 (𝐮 = 𝐮|𝐱 = 𝐱). The policy 𝜋(𝐮|𝐱)
𝜔 𝜔

3

represents the probability distribution of the control input 𝐮𝜔 according
to the observed system state 𝐱𝜔. 𝑟𝜔 is the reward obtained after yielding
the control input during the 𝜔-th timestep. As shown in Fig. 1, the RL
agent takes the observed state 𝐱𝜔 as input and gives out the control
input 𝐮𝜔, in the same time, receives the reward 𝑟𝜔 at timestep 𝜔.
With the reward function, the state–action value 𝑄(𝐱𝜔,𝐮𝜔) in RL is
defined as the expectation of return 𝑅𝜔 which starting with state 𝐱𝜔
and control input 𝐮𝜔. The state–action value function under policy 𝜋
can be calculated as following:

𝑄𝜋 (𝐱,𝐮) = E𝜋 [𝑅𝜔|𝐱𝜔 = 𝐱,𝐮𝜔 = 𝐮]
= E𝜋 [𝑟𝜔 + 𝛾𝑟𝜔+1 + 𝛾2𝑟𝜔+2 +⋯ |𝐱𝜔 = 𝐱,𝐮𝜔 = 𝐮]

= E𝜋 [
∞
∑

𝑘=0
𝛾𝑘𝑟𝜔+𝑘|𝐱𝜔 = 𝐱,𝐮𝜔 = 𝐮] (3)

and the state–action value function can be also rewritten as the Bellman
equation (BE):

𝑄𝜋 (𝐱𝜔,𝐮𝜔) = E𝜋 [𝑟𝜔 + 𝛾E𝜋 [𝑄𝜋 (𝐱𝜔+1,𝐮𝜔+1)]]. (4)

The goal of Q-learning is to find the optimal control policy 𝜋, which
maximizes the state–action value function. The optimal state–action
value function can be viewed as following:

𝑄∗(𝐱,𝐮) = max
𝜋

E𝜋 [𝑟𝜔 + 𝛾𝑟𝜔+1 + 𝛾2𝑟𝜔+2

+ … |𝐱𝜔 = 𝐱,𝐮𝜔 = 𝐮]. (5)

To maximize the return obtained by the RL agent, the Q-learning
algorithm updates the state–action values according to the reward
function in an off-policy style as:

𝑄(𝐱𝜔,𝐮𝜔) ← (1 − 𝛼)𝑄(𝐱𝜔,𝐮𝜔)

+ 𝛼(𝑟𝜔 + 𝛾 max
𝐮𝑘

{𝑄(𝐱𝜔+1,𝐮𝑘)}), (6)

where 𝛼 ∈ (0, 1] is the learning rate, which determines the learning
speed of Q-learning.

To ensure the Q-learning explores enough along without loss of
convergence, the adaptive 𝜖-greedy policy is adopted in this paper.
To adaptively change the value of the exploration rate 𝜖, we start
from large value of 𝜖 and then reduce it gradually after episodes being
completed.

𝐮𝜔 =

{

arg max
𝐮𝑘

{𝑄(𝐱𝜔,𝐮𝑘)}, with probability: 1 − 𝜖,

random 𝐮𝑘, with probability: 𝜖.
(7)

The Q-learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Q-learning
1: Set the state-action values randomly
2: for Every episode do
3: Initialise state 𝐱0
4: for Current timestep 𝜔 do
5: Pick action 𝐮𝜔 through 𝜖-greedy policy and observe the next

state 𝐱𝜔+1
6: Update 𝑄(𝐱𝜔,𝐮𝜔) ← (1 − 𝛼)𝑄(𝐱𝜔,𝐮𝜔) + 𝛼(𝑟𝜔 +

𝛾 max
𝐮𝑘

{𝑄(𝐱𝜔+1,𝐮𝑘)})
7: 𝐱𝜔 ← 𝐱𝜔+1
8: end for
9: end for

2.4. Approximate reinforcement learning

When the state set  and action set  are too large, calculation
of the exact state–action value function 𝑄(𝐱,𝐮) is difficult and might
be impossible in many cases. One alternative is using function approx-
imator to approximate the exact state–action value function. As an
universal approximator, a 3-layer fully connected feed-forward neural
network (FCFFNN) can be used with nonlinear activation functions for
the Q-network to approximate 𝑄(𝐱,𝐮) [23]. When the value function
is approximated, RL will become ARL. The structure of the 3-layer
NN used to represent the state–action value function can be viewed
in Fig. 2.

In Fig. 2, the state 𝐱 = [𝑥1, 𝑥2,… , 𝑥𝑛]𝑇 and action 𝐮 = [𝑢1, 𝑢2,… , 𝑢𝑚]𝑇
are the input of the NN while the estimated state–action value function
�̂�(𝐱,𝐮) is the output of the NN. 𝑎𝑓1(.) is the activation function for
the hidden layer, which is generally a nonlinear function to grant
nonlinear approximation ability. 𝑎𝑓2(.) is the activation function for the
output layer, which can be a linear function. 𝑤(1)

11 ,… , 𝑤(1)
ℎ,𝑛+𝑚, 𝑏

(1)
1 ,… , 𝑏(1)ℎ

are the weights and biases between the input and hidden layers. The
number of parameters between the input and hidden layers is easy to
calculate and it is ℎ×(𝑛+𝑚+1). In the same way, 𝑤(2)

11 ,… , 𝑤(2)
1ℎ , 𝑏

(2) are the
weights and bias between the hidden and output layers. The number of
parameters between the hidden layer and output layers is ℎ+1 and the
total number of parameters in the whole network is ℎ × (𝑛+𝑚+ 2) + 1.

The output of the NN is calculated in a feed-forward way. The
output of the 𝑗th hidden node, 𝑗 = 1,… , ℎ, can be calculated as:

𝑔𝑗 = 𝑎𝑓1(
𝑛
∑

𝑖=1
𝑥𝑖𝑤

(1)
𝑗𝑖 +

𝑚
∑

𝑖=1
𝑢𝑖𝑤

(1)
𝑗,𝑛+𝑖 + 𝑏(1)𝑗 ), (8)

and the estimated state–action value, which is the final output of the
NN after is calculated as:

�̂�(𝐱,𝐮) = 𝑎𝑓2(
ℎ
∑

𝑖=1
𝑔𝑖𝑤

(2)
1𝑖 + 𝑏(2)). (9)

Along with the Q-network approximating the value function, the
target network in the same structure with the Q-network. To lighten
the notation burden, the set of whole parameters of the Q-network will
be written as 𝜃𝑄 and the set of whole parameters of the target network
will be as 𝜃𝑄′ in the following context. The updated approximation of
the state–action value for the current state 𝐱𝜔 and control input 𝐮𝜔
is written as �̂�(𝐱𝜔,𝐮𝜔|𝜃𝑄). The Q-network implicitly determines the
control policy, in which the control input 𝐮𝑘 is generated according
to the observation 𝐱𝜔. The sampled control input will be held for a
period of the sample interval and drives the current sampled state 𝐱𝜔
to the next sampled state 𝐱𝜔+1, also reward 𝑟𝜔 will be received from
the environment according to the reward function. Then the target
network takes the state 𝐱𝜔+1 and the control input set  as the input
to calculate the output max𝐮𝑘{�̂�(𝐱𝜔+1,𝐮𝜔|𝜃𝑄

′ )} to estimate largest state–
action value for the next state 𝐱𝜔+1. When max𝐮𝑘{�̂�(𝐱𝜔+1,𝐮𝜔|𝜃𝑄

′ )} and
𝑟𝜔 are available, the state–action value �̂�(𝐱𝜔,𝐮𝜔|𝜃𝑄) of the current
state–action pair can be updated according to the target network and
obtained reward. The algorithm for updating of the weights of the NN
is presented in detail in the next section.
 u

4

Fig. 2. Structure of the 3-layer fully connected feed-forward neural network.

. Control strategy learning algorithm

The update of weights of the target network and Q-network through
nteraction with the environment is summarized in Algorithm 2 and the
lgorithm is divided into two parts. The first part of the algorithm is
he acting stage. In the acting stage, the agent will follow the current
ontrol policy indicated by the current Q-network to generate control
nput. The control input drives the current sample state 𝐱𝜔 to transit
o the next sample state 𝐱𝜔+1. Unlike the traditional way in [12–
4], in which the agent learns after every state transition, there is no
earning process takes place in the acting stage. In the acting stage,
he requirements on current and next states will be established to
etermine whether the state transition will be stored as part of the
xperience. When the dynamic model of the environment is available,
he state transition along with the control input and reward given by
he environment will be recorded into the EB only if the current state
nd the next state both satisfy the requirements.

In the learning stage, the weights of target network and Q-network
ill be updated through the effective experience replay. Since the
cting and learning phases are decoupled, it is possible to perform a
ustomized number of experience replay at the learning stage. The tar-
et network is helpful to adaptively update and stabilized the weights
𝑄 in the Q-network . The weights set 𝜃𝑄′ of the target network will
e frozen to constants for 𝑇𝑄 times of updating of the Q-network. The
eights set 𝜃𝑄′ will be updated by 𝜃𝑄′ and 𝜃𝑄 softly after 𝑇𝑄 times
pdating of 𝜃𝑄.
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for the effective experience replay
1: Choose the same structure for the target network and Q-network
2: Randomly initialize the weights of target network and Q-network by the

same parameters 𝜃𝑄0 :
𝜃𝑄′

← 𝜃𝑄0 , 𝜃𝑄 ← 𝜃𝑄0

3: Initialize the experience buffer (EB)
4: Initialize the control input set 𝐮
5: Choose the constants: Max_Episode, Max_Time_Step, Max_Replay_Times,

𝑇𝑄, 𝑁 , 𝜏
6: Initialize the counter 𝐶𝑄 = 0
7: for Episode = 1:Max_Episode do
8: Initialize 𝜖 for the 𝜖-greedy exploration
9: Initialize 𝛼𝑄 for adaptive learning

10: Generate control input through the 𝜖-greedy policy determined by the
current Q-network

11: Acting Stage:
12: for t = 1:Max_Time_Step do
13: Generate control input 𝐮𝑡 through the 𝜖-greedy policy determined

by the current Q-network
14: Hold control input for a period of time to observe the reward 𝑟𝑡

and new state 𝐱𝑡+1
15: if 𝐱𝑡 and 𝐱𝑡+1 both satisfy the requirements then
16: Store transition (𝐱𝑡,𝐮𝑡, 𝑟𝑡, 𝐱𝑡+1) in the EB
17: end if
18: end for
19: Learning Stage:
20: for Experience_Replay_Times = 1:Max_Replay_Times do
21: Randomly sample a mini-batch of 𝑁 transitions (𝐱𝑖,𝐮𝑖, 𝑟𝑖, 𝐱𝑖+1) from

the EB
22: calculate the Q-target as:

�̄�𝑖 = 𝑟𝑖 + 𝛾 max
𝐮𝑘

{�̂�(𝐱𝑖+1,𝐮𝑘|𝜃𝑄
′ )}

23: Calculate the cost function:

𝐽 (𝜃𝑄) = 1
2𝑁

𝑁
∑

𝑖=1
(�̄�𝑖 − �̂�(𝐱𝑖,𝐮𝑖)|𝜃𝑄)2

24: Calculate the mini-batch gradient:

∇𝜃𝑄𝐽 (𝜃𝑄) = − 1
𝑁

𝑁
∑

𝑖=1
(�̄�𝑖 − �̂�(𝐱𝑖,𝐮𝑖)|𝜃𝑄)

𝜕�̂�(𝐱𝑖,𝐮𝑖|𝜃𝑄)
𝜕𝜃𝑄

5: Update the weights of the Q-network:

𝜃𝑄 ← 𝜃𝑄 − 𝛼𝑄∇𝜃𝑄𝐽 (𝜃𝑄)

,
𝐶𝑄 ⟵ 𝐶𝑄 + 1

26: if 𝐶𝑄 ÷ 𝑇𝑄 = 0 then
27: Update the weights of the target network:

𝜃𝑄′
← (1 − 𝜏)𝜃𝑄′ + 𝜏𝜃𝑄

28: end if
29: end for
30: end for

In the update of weights 𝜃𝑄, the target value for the 𝜔-th sample in
he supervised learning of neural network �̄�𝜔 is defined as

�̄�𝜔 = 𝑟𝜔 + 𝛾 max
𝐮𝑘

{�̂�(𝐱𝜔+1,𝐮𝑘|𝜃𝑄
′
)}, (10)

here 𝜃𝑄′ is the weights of the target neural network.
To obtain more accurate estimated gradient, the mini-batch gradient

ecent approach can be applied instead of the stochastic gradient
escent (SGD) approach. In the mini-batch gradient descend, 𝑁 experi-
nce samples from the EB are taken to calculate the estimated gradient
o minimize the cost function. The cost function is chosen as the mean
quare error (MSE). The definition of MSE can be viewed as following:

(𝜃𝑄) = 1
𝑁
∑

(�̄�𝑖 − �̂�(𝐱𝑖,𝐮𝑖)|𝜃𝑄)2. (11)

2𝑁 𝑖=1

5

Fig. 3. Mass–spring–damping system.

To minimize the cost function, the mini-batch gradient of weights in
cost function 𝐽 (𝜃𝑄) is calculated as:

∇𝜃𝑄𝐽 (𝜃
𝑄) = − 1

𝑁

𝑁
∑

𝑖=1
(�̄�𝑖 − �̂�(𝐱𝑖,𝐮𝑖)|𝜃𝑄)

𝜕�̂�(𝐱𝑖,𝐮𝑖|𝜃𝑄)
𝜕𝜃𝑄

. (12)

Then, the weights 𝜃𝑄 in the NN can be updated according to the
obtained mini-batch gradient:

𝜃𝑄 ← 𝜃𝑄 − 𝛼𝑄∇𝜃𝑄𝐽 (𝜃
𝑄), (13)

here 𝛼𝑄 is a small real number working as the learning rate of the
eural network. 𝛼𝑄 does not have to be a constant during the whole
raining process. Using gradually reduced value of 𝛼𝑄 help accelerate
he training process in the early episodes and stabilize the network in
he late episodes. It is also worth mentioning that when 𝑁 = 1, the
ini-batch gradient descent will be reduced to SGD.

After every 𝑇𝑄 times updating of 𝜃𝑄, the weights of the target
etwork 𝜃𝑄′ will be updated by 𝜃𝑄 softly [14] as follows:
𝑄′

← (1 − 𝜏)𝜃𝑄
′
+ 𝜏𝜃𝑄, (14)

here 𝜏 ∈ (0, 1] is a constant determining the updating speed of the
arget network.

. Simulation examples

In the simulation example section, there are two practical examples
rovided to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

.1. Mass–spring–damping system

Considering the mass–spring–damping system as shown in Fig. 3,
he dynamic is given in the following equation according to Newton’s
aw of motion [33]:

�̈� + 𝐹𝑓 + 𝐹𝑠 = 𝑢(𝑡), (15)

here 𝐹𝑓 = 𝑐�̇� is the resistive force due to friction and 𝐹𝑠 = 𝑘(1+𝑎2𝑥2)𝑥
s the restoring force of the spring, in which 𝑘 and 𝑎 are constants. 𝑢(𝑡)
s the external force to control the mass–spring damping system.

In the mass–spring damping system simulation, the parameters
epresentation and setting can be viewed in Table 1.

Then operation domain of the mass–spring damping system is con-
idered for 𝑥1(𝑡) in [−3, 3] and 𝑥2(𝑡) in [−5, 5] and the state transitions
atisfy 𝑥1(𝑡) in [−3, 3] and 𝑥2(𝑡) in [−10, 10] will be stored in the EB as
art of experience.

The control objective in this example is to drive the position and
he velocity of the system both to 0, i.e., 𝐱0 = 𝟎.

Considering 𝐱(𝑡) = [𝑥1(𝑡), 𝑥2(𝑡)]𝑇 = [𝑥, �̇�]𝑇 , the dynamics in (15) can
e rewritten in the state space form:

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

�̇�(𝑡) = 𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐁𝑢(𝑡𝜔),
𝑢(𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡𝜔), ∀𝑡, 𝑡𝜔 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝜔+1,
𝐱(𝑡𝜔+1) = ∫ 𝑡𝜔+1

𝑡𝜔
𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐁𝑢(𝑡𝜔)𝑑𝑡.

(16)

n (16):

(𝐱(𝑡)) =
[

0 1
− 𝑘 (1 + 𝑎2𝑥 (𝑡)2) − 𝑐

]

,

𝑚 1 𝑚
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Table 1
Table of parameters and their values.

Parameter Symbol Value

Mass 𝑚 1 kg
Harding spring constant 1 𝑘 6
Harding spring constant 2 𝑎 0.3
Friction constant c 2
Discount factor 𝛾 0.99
Sampling interval ℎ𝑠 0.1s
Activation function 1 𝑎𝑓1 logsig
Activation function 2 𝑎𝑓2 linear
Number of weights in NN |𝜃| 50
Mini-batch number 𝑁 12
Range of action space [min{ },max{ }] [−20, 20]
Size of action set | | 10
Number of episodes Max_Episodes 500
Number of time-steps Max_Time_Step 500
Experience replay times Max_Replay_Times 500
Network update threshold 𝑇𝑄 200
Soft update parameter 𝜏 0.5
Learning rate of NN 𝛼𝑄 min(max(0.005, 1

episode ), 0.05)
Exploration rate 𝜖 min(0.5, 50

episode )
t
I
t
s

a
[
t
s
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u
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Fig. 4. Learning performance of the mass–spring damping system.

=

[

0
1
𝑚

]

.

To form the control problem into MDPs, the discount factor 𝛾 is set
s 0.99 and reward function for the 𝜔-th action at the 𝜔-th sampled
tate 𝐱(𝑡𝜔) is set as:

𝜔 =

{

1, if ‖𝑥1(𝑡𝜔+1) − 𝑥𝑜1‖2 ≤ 0.1

0, if ‖𝑥1(𝑡𝜔+1) − 𝑥𝑜1‖2 > 0.1
. (17)

The reward function is defined to guide the learning of sampled-data
RL controller. The reward function is equivalent to require the sampled-
data RL controller to drive state of the control system to the target as
fast as possible.

To guarantee that the RL agent explores the state space as much
as possible, the initial state of the mass–spring damping system is
chosen randomly for every episode: 𝐱1(0) is chosen randomly from
[−3, 3] and 𝐱2(0) is chosen randomly from [−5, 5]. Since the initial states
are randomly picked, the simulations have been conducted 10 times
nd the average reward obtained in episodes is treated as the learning
erformance. The learning performance can be viewed in Fig. 4.

Since the maximum number of time step in one episode as shown
n Table 1 is 500, therefore, the theoretical maximum reward can be
btained in one episode is 500. From Fig. 4, it can be found that the
eward obtained in one episode is approaching the optimum in 500

episodes, which is an indicator that the sampled-data RL controller is
optimized during the learning.

To have a better understanding of state-time relationship, the state
response of the mass–spring damping system can be viewed in Figs. 5
 a

6

Fig. 5. State response of 𝑥1(𝑡) and 𝑥2(𝑡) for the mass–spring damping system. In the
op sub-figures, the time responses of 𝑥1(𝑡) are demonstrated under different time scale.
n the below sub-figures, the time-responses of 𝑥2(𝑡) are demonstrated under different
ime scale. The dashed lines in the top left sub-figure are the reward threshold in this
imulation.

nd 6. In the state response simulation, the initial state is chosen as
𝑥1(𝑡), 𝑥2(𝑡)]𝑇 = [2.5, 1]𝑇 with sampling interval as 0.1s. It can be found
hat the RL agent is able to stabilize the system quickly (within 1 sec)
ubject to reasonable control input (within ±20 N).

emark 2. For the purpose of comparison, the learning algorithm
n [12–14] with integrated acting and learning processes is conducted
nder the same parameters setting as in Table 1. The simulations have
een conducted 10 times as before. As shown in Fig. 7, both algorithms
orked well in this example. Although, the learning speed for the first
pisodes is slightly higher for the proposed algorithm, no significant
dvantage of the proposed algorithm is observed. Nevertheless, in the
ext example, we will show the learning advantage of the proposed
lgorithm.

In addition, the sampled-data RL controller under different sampling
ntervals is investigated to show the effect of different sampling inter-
als on control performance. The phase portraits of the dynamics of
ass–spring damping system can be viewed in Fig. 8. It can be clearly

iewed that in the figure, all points in vector field (represented by blue
rrows) swirl into the target state. Also, when the sampling interval
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Table 2
Table of parameters and their values.

Parameter Symbol Value

Gravitational acceleration 𝑔 9.8 m/s2

Mass of the pendulum 𝑚𝑝 1 kg
Mass of the cart 𝑚𝐶 18 kg
Length of the pendulum 2𝑆 1 m
Discount factor 𝛾 0.99
Sampling interval ℎ𝑠 0.05s
Activation function 1 𝑎𝑓1 logsig
Activation function 2 𝑎𝑓2 linear
Number of weights in NN |𝜃| 98
Mini-batch number 𝑁 12
Range of action space [min{ },max{ }] [−100, 100]
Size of action set | | 10
Number of episodes Max_Episodes 500
Number of time-steps Max_Time_Step 2400
Experience replay times Max_Replay_Times 1500
Network update threshold 𝑇𝑄 200
Soft update parameter 𝜏 0.5
Learning rate of NN 𝛼𝑄 min(max(0.005, 1

episode ), 0.05)
Exploration rate 𝜖 min(0.5, 50

episode )
𝑥

w

d
o
𝑢
s
c
s

a

Fig. 6. Control input for the sampling interval 0.1 s. In the bottom sub-figure, the
control input will be held as constant for 0.1s.

Fig. 7. Learning performance comparison for the decoupled method and the integrated
method. The blue curve represents the learning performance of mass–spring damping
system under decoupled learning algorithm. The red curve represents the learning
performance of mass–spring damping system under integrated learning algorithm.

is small (0.02 s), the phase flow (represented by red curves) follows
the vector field smoothly and swirls into the target state from different
initial start state quickly. The simulation in phase space has been shown
7

in the top left sub-figure. In the case that sampling interval is large
(0.2 s), the phase flow fluctuates more in the vector field and detours a
little to the target state from different initial states. The simulation in
phase space has been shown in the bottom right sub-figure.

4.2. Inverted pendulum

In this section, we will consider the inverted pendulum on the cart
as shown in Fig. 9. The dynamic of the inverted pendulum control
system can be viewed in (18).

1̈(𝑡) =
𝑔 sin(𝑥1(𝑡)) − 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑆�̇�1(𝑡)2 sin(2𝑥1(𝑡))∕2

4𝑆∕3 − 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑆cos2(𝑥1(𝑡))

−
𝑎cos(𝑥1(𝑡))𝑢(𝑡)

4𝑆∕3 − 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑆cos2(𝑥1(𝑡))
(18)

here 𝑎 = 1
𝑚𝑝+𝑀𝑐

, 𝑚𝑝 is the mass of the pendulum, 𝑀𝑐 is the mass of
the cart, the length of the pendulum is 2𝑆, and 𝑢(𝑡) is the force applied
on the cart. The parameter definitions and values in (18) can be viewed
in Table 2.

In this example, the inverted pendulum system is controlled through
the state feedback approach with the control objective that to drive the
all states to 0, i.e. 𝐱𝑜 = 𝟎. Instead of learning the exact control input
irectly, the RL agent in this example is to learn the feedback gain 𝑘(𝑡𝜔)
f the inverted pendulum system and the control input is defined as
(𝑡𝜔) = 𝑘(𝑡𝜔) ⋅ (𝑥𝑜1−𝑥1(𝑡𝜔)). To explore more in the state space, the initial
tate 𝑥1(𝑡) of the inverted pendulum for every episode is randomly
hosen from [− 5𝜋

12 ,
5𝜋
12 ]. The operation domain of the inverted pendulum

ystem is considered for 𝑥1(𝑡) in [− 5𝜋
12 ,

5𝜋
12 ] and 𝑥2(𝑡) in [−10, 10]. The

states satisfy 𝑥1(𝑡) in [− 6𝜋
12 ,

6𝜋
12 ] and 𝑥2(𝑡) in [−10, 10] will be stored in

the EB as part of experience.
let 𝐱(𝑡) = [𝑥1(𝑡), 𝑥2(𝑡)]𝑇 and the dynamic equation can be rewritten

s the state-space form:

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

�̇�(𝑡) = 𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡))𝑢(𝑡),
𝑢(𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡𝜔), ∀𝑡, 𝑡𝜔 < 𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝜔+1,
𝐱(𝑡𝜔+1) = ∫ 𝑡𝜔+1

𝑡𝜔
𝐀(𝐱(𝑡))𝐱(𝑡) + 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡))𝑢(𝑡𝜔)𝑑𝑡.

(19)

where

𝐀(𝐱(𝑡)) =
[

0 1
𝑓1(𝐱(𝑡)) 0

]

,

𝐁(𝐱(𝑡)) =
[

0
𝑓2(𝐱(𝑡))

]

.

𝑓1(𝐱(𝑡)) and 𝑓2(𝐱(𝑡)) in 𝐀(𝐱(𝑡)) and 𝐁(𝐱(𝑡)) are defined as:

𝑓1(𝐱(𝑡)) =
𝑔 − 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑆𝑥2(𝑡)2cos(𝑥1(𝑡))

2

( sin(𝑥1(𝑡)) )

4𝑆∕3 − 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑆cos (𝑥1(𝑡)) 𝑥1(𝑡)
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Fig. 8. Phase portrait of 𝑥1(𝑡) and 𝑥2(𝑡) for the mass–spring damping system from different initial states. The blue arrows represent the direction and magnitude of the vector
field. The red curves represent the phase flow. The initial states of trajectories are denoted by black circles. The sampling intervals for the sub-figure on the top left, top right,
bottom left, bottom right are 0.02 s, 0.05 s, 0.1 s and 0.2 s, respectively.
Fig. 9. Inverted pendulum system.

Fig. 10. Learning performance of the inverted pendulum system.

and

𝑓2(𝐱(𝑡)) =
−𝑎cos(𝑥1(𝑡))

4𝑆∕3 − 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑆cos2(𝑥1(𝑡))
.

To form the control problem into MDPs, the discount factor 𝛾 is set
s 0.99 and the reward function for the 𝜔-th action at state 𝐱𝑡𝜔 is set
s:

𝜔 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

1, if ‖𝑥1(𝑡𝜔+1) − 𝑥𝑜1‖2 ≤
1
36

𝜋

0, if ‖𝑥 (𝑡 ) − 𝑥𝑜‖ > 1 𝜋
, (20)
⎩

1 𝜔+1 1 2 36

8

Fig. 11. State response of 𝑥1(𝑡) and 𝑥2(𝑡) for the inverted pendulum system. In the top
sub-figures, the time responses of 𝑥1(𝑡) are demonstrated under different time scale.
In the below sub-figures, the time-responses of 𝑥2(𝑡) are demonstrated under different
time scale. The dashed lines in the top left sub-figure are the reward threshold in this
simulation.

which demonstrates that only the states very close to target state will
receive the reward while others will not, thus the sampled-data RL
controller will drive the state of control system to the target as fast
as possible.

Since the initial position of the inverted pendulum is randomly
picked, which could affect the learning process. The learning of the
sampled-data control strategy is conducted 10 times and the average
learning curve can be viewed in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 10, the blue curve represents the rewards obtained in one
episode while the dashed black line represents the possible maximum
rewards could be obtained in one episode. Since the maximum number
of time step in one episode as shown in Table 2 is 2400, therefore, the
theoretical maximum rewards can be obtained in one episode is 2400.
From Fig. 10, it can be found that the reward obtained in one episode
is approximating the optimum in 500 episodes, which is an indicator
that the sampled-data controller is optimized during the learning.

As in the first example, to show the state-time relationship, the time
response and the control input of the inverted pendulum system can be
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Fig. 12. Control input for the sampling interval 0.05 s. In the bottom sub-figure, the
control input will be held as constant for 0.05s.

viewed in Figs. 11 and 12. In the time response simulation, the initial
state is chosen as [𝑥1(𝑡), 𝑥2(𝑡)] = [− 5𝜋

12 , 0] with sampling interval 0.05s.
From the figures, it can be found that the RL agent is able to fulfil
the control objective within 1 second and the control input is within
easonable range ([−150N, 50N]).

Remark 3. Along the same way to compare in the first example, the
learning algorithm in [12–14] with integrated acting and the learning
processes is conducted under the same parameters setting as in Table 2.
The simulations have been conducted 10 times as before. From the
learning performance comparison shown in Fig. 14, it can be found
that the RL agent only starts to improve after 1000 episodes for the
ntegrated algorithm (represented by red curve) while the RL agent
pproaches the optimum in 500 episodes for the de-coupled algorithm
represented by blue curve). This comparison demonstrates the effec-
iveness of the proposed approach. Since one episode means conducting
he experiment once in real-life applications, to reduce the number
f episodes can reduce the cost of experiments especially when the
xperiments are expensive to conduct.

As in the first example, the sampled-data RL controller under dif-

erent sampling intervals is investigated to show the effect of different

9

sampling intervals the control performance. The phase portraits of the
inverted pendulum can be viewed in Fig. 13, it can be found that the
control system can be stabilized from different initial states since all
the phase flow (represented by red curves) swirls into the target state.
It can be also found that when the sampling interval is small (0.01s), the
phase flow goes to the target state with little fluctuation from different
initial start states. The simulation in phase space has been shown in the
top left sub-figure. In the case that sampling interval is large (0.05s),
the phase flow fluctuates more in the vector field (represented by blue
arrows) and detours a little into the target state from initial states.
The simulation in phase space has been shown in the bottom right
sub-figure.

Remark 4. The phase portraits for both examples demonstrate the
effect of sampling intervals on control performance. In the case that the
sampling interval is small, the RL agent is able to control the system
more smoothly while in the case that sampling interval is large, the
control process is chattering more and under the danger of failure.
However, for the sampled-data RL controller with small sampling inter-
vals, the computational demand is higher since the RL controller will
yield control input at every short sampling interval. The computational
cost can be reduced by applying larger sampling intervals, but the
control performance will be reduced. Therefore, compromise has to be
made on the control performance and computational cost for different
requirements. Properly designed sampling interval should guarantee
the decent control performance with acceptable computational cost.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the sampled-data control strategy through model-free
reinforcement learning with effective experience replay is proposed.
In the proposed strategy, the sampled-data control problem has been
formed as the MDP problem. An intelligent RL agent is to learn the
optimal control strategy through interacting with the environment. In
the proposed RL algorithm, the acting and learning stages are decou-
pled to allow the customized experience replay, which enhanced the
effectiveness of experience replay in terms of both the number of expe-
rience replay times and the most effective experience. In addition, the
sampled-data control strategy is applied to reduce the computational
demand of the RL agent as well as make the digital application possible.
The effect of sampling control input has been discussed in detail.
Through the simulation examples, the effectiveness of the proposed

approach is verified.
Fig. 13. Phase plot of 𝑥1(𝑡) and 𝑥2(𝑡) for the inverted pendulum system from different initial states. The initial states of trajectories are denoted by black circles. The blue arrows
represent the direction and magnitude of the vector field. The red curves represent the phase flow. The sampling intervals for the sub-figure on the top left, top right, bottom left,
bottom right are 0.01s, 0.02s, 0.03s and 0.05s, respectively.
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Fig. 14. Learning performance comparison for the decoupled method and the inte-
rated method. The red curve represents the learning performance of mass–spring
amping system under de-coupled learning algorithm. The blue curve represents the
earning performance of inverted pendulum system under integrated learning algorithm.
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